We construct Grassmann spaces associated with the incidence geometry of regular and tangential subspaces of a symplectic copolar space, show that the underlying metric projective space can be recovered in terms of the corresponding adjacencies on so distinguished family of k-subspaces (2k + 1 = geometrical dimension of the space), and thus we prove that bijections which preserve the adjacency are determined by automorphisms of the underlying space.
Introduction
It is a classical result that the projective geometry can be recovered from its associated Grassmann space (cf. [1] , [21] , [16] ) and adjacency preserving bijections of projective k-subspaces (2k + 1 = the dimension of the space) are determined by collineations (cf. e.g. [9] ). How to transfer these notions to metric projective geometry to obtain reasonable results?
Several distinct ways lead to problems investigated in this paper. Let us consider a metric projective geometry i.e. a projective space P equipped with a nondegenerate polarity κ. In a more specific sense, let us consider a vector space V (which represents P) equipped with a nondegenerate bilinear reflexive form ξ (which determines κ and the conjugacy ⊥). We also assume that the coordinate field of V has characteristic = 2. If ind(ξ) > 1 then the geometry of (P, ⊥) can be expressed in terms of the associated polar space, whose points are the isotropic (singular) points of P and whose lines are the isotropic lines (cf. [22] , [3] ). This geometry can be also expressed in terms of the adjacency: binary collinearity of points. This result can be extended to isotropic subspaces of higher dimensions, and on isotropic subspaces Grassmann spaces can be defined quite naturally (cf. [17] ). Analogous results remain valid for affine polar spaces ("polar spaces" associated with metric affine geometries, cf. [5] , [18] ). But within (P, ⊥) isotropic subspaces are "most" degenerate. "Least" degenerate and "opposite" to isotropic are regular (radicalfree) subspaces, which are more suitable to develop the geometry, especially when reflections are considered (cf. [20] ).
If ind(ξ) = 0 and ξ is symmetric then the structure of regular points and regular lines is equivalent to the underlying metric projective space. One can also extend this result to regular subspaces of higher dimensions defining associated Grassmann spaces of regulars subspaces. The underlying metric projective geometry can be expressed in terms of such Grassmannians (cf. [19] ). However, if ξ is symplectic (anti-symmetric or skew-symmetric in other words) then no point is regular and the above, so elegant approach fails. Instead, one can consider symplectic copolar space (cf. [11] , [15] , also called hyperbolic symplectic space, cf. [10] ) with the isotropic points and the regular lines. How to extend this approach to higher dimensions?
Secondly, if ξ is symmetric then quite interesting geometry arises when we consider the structure of regular points and so called tangential lines (lines, which contain exactly one nonregular point, cf. [7] ). If ξ is symplectic, then such a structure has no sense, but instead, we can consider the structure with regular lines and tangential planes. Here, a tangential subspace is defined as a subspace, whose radical is a point.
All of that suggests that extending all the machinery of adjacency and Grassmann spaces to symplectic copolar spaces one should investigate "best possible": regular subspaces of even (linearly computed) dimensions and tangential subspaces of odd dimensions. And indeed, as we prove in this paper, classical results concerning geometry of Grassmannians remain valid: the underlying metric projective geometry can be expressed in terms of Grassmann spaces of such a family of subspaces, and an analogue of Chow Theorem (cf. [4] , [9] ) holds i.e. bijections which preserve the adjacency are determined by automorphisms of the underlying metric projective space.
Notions, results
Let V be a vector space with the field of scalars of char = 2, let a nondegenerate symplectic form ξ be defined on V, and let n = dim(V). Then n = 2m, where m = ind(ξ).
Let Sub(V) (Sub k (V), resp.) stand for all the (all the k-dimensional) subspaces of V. For any H ⊂ Sub(V) and integer k we write H k = H ∩ Sub k (V). The structure P := P 1 (V) := Sub 1 (V), Sub 2 (V), ⊂ is the projective space over V. In what follows we shall refer mostly to linear dimension, so a point of P has dimension 1, a line has dimension 2 and so on. The orthogonality ⊥ determined by ξ is defined by the condition
The structure (P, ⊥) is called a symplectic (metric-)projective space. Let U ∈ Sub(V). The subspace U is isotropic (the terms totally isotropic and singular are also used) if U ⊥ U ; if U is isotropic then dim(U ) ≤ m. The subspace U is regular iff Rad(U ) is the zero-subspace of V. In other words, U is regular if the form ξ ↾ U is nondegenerate. Let Q stand for the class of isotropic subspaces of V and let R stand for the class of regular subspaces of V. Since ξ is symplectic, R k = ∅ yields 2 | k. In particular, R 1 = ∅ and Q 1 = Sub 1 (V). Moreover, Sub 2 (V) = Q 2 ∪ R 2 ; i.e. a line of P is either regular or isotropic.
A subspace U of V will be called tangential (cf. [7] ) if Rad(U ) is a projective point i.e. if rdim(U ) = 1. Let T be the class of the tangential subspaces of V. It is evident that T k = ∅ yields 2 | k.
The following evident observation is worth to note
The following conditions are equivalent:
Consequently, if Y contains a regular hyperplane or Y is a hyperplane of a regular subspace then Y is tangential.
Let us consider the incidence geometry Υ = ((T-R) k : k = 0, . . . , n), where
In a more concise way we can simply write
Our incidence geometry Υ is a quasi Curtis-Phan-Tits as introduced in [2, Sec. 3] (cf. also [8] , [12] , [13] ). The family (T-R) k is the set of all objects of type k in this geometry.
Note that the family (T-R) remains invariant under the map κ : Sub(V) ∋ U −→ U ⊥ . We adopt the following convention.
A projective top is a set of the form T ∝ (B) = {U ∈ Sub k (V) : U ⊂ B} and a projective star is a set of the form
The class of projective pencils will be denoted by
A (T-R)-top is a set of the form T(B) = {U ∈ (T-R) k : U ⊂ B} and a (T-R)-star is a set of the form S(H) = {U ∈ (T-R) k : H ⊂ U }. Clearly, T(B) ⊂ T ∝ (B) and S(H) ⊂ S ∝ (H). For H ⊂ B a (T-R)-pencil is a set of the form p(H, B) = T(B)∩S(H). The class of nonempty (T-R)-pencils will be denoted by P k = P k ((T-R)).
From 1.2 we immediately get
In view of 1.3, following a standard way (cf. [19] , [6] ) one can construct the Grassmann space (or the space of pencils in other words)
for every integer 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1. In particular (cf. 1.1), each regular subspace and each tangential subspace is in a pencil, and each pencil, if nonempty, has at least two elements. Therefore, P k (T-R) is a partial linear space. The map κ yields an isomorphism of P k (T-R) and P n−k (T-R). Let us also point out that our Grassmann space P k (T-R) can be viewed as a specific shadow space of the Curtis-Phan-Tits geometry Υ (cf. [6, Sec. 4] ).
In view of 1.3, there is no way to define a space of pencils associated with regular subspaces alone, i.e. with the incidence geometry (R k : 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1). That is why we need the geometry with both regular and tangential subspaces in symplectic case.
Clearly, the notion of a tangential subspace makes sense in arbitrary metric projective geometry determined by a reflexive nondegenerate form (cf. [7] ). In the case of a symmetric form ξ one can consider incidence geometries with tangential subspaces of arbitrary dimension only, or with tangential and isotropic, or with tangential and regular; in each case a reasonable incidence geometry arises and sensible Grassmann spaces can be investigated. Many of the lemmas which we prove in the paper remain valid for a symmetric form ξ. However, we do not intend to develop the general theory of Grassmannians of regular and tangential subspaces. In essence, our intention is to show how to enrich the class of regular subspaces of a symplectic geometry, as easily as possible, to be able to construct a reasonable Grassmann space over it and obtain analogous results as in the case of symmetric form and regular subspaces alone.
For U, W ∈ (T-R) k we write U ∼ ∼ W when U, W are collinear in P k (T-R). The goal of this paper is to prove Theorem 1.4. Let k = n − k. Then the underlying projective symplectic geometry (P, ⊥) can be defined in terms of the adjacency ∼ ∼ on (T-R) k ; consequently, (P, ⊥ ) can be defined in terms of the geometry of its Grassmann space P k (T-R). In particular, when 2 | k, then (P, ⊥) can be defined in terms of the adjacency ∼ ∼ on its regular k-subspaces (T-R) k = R k .
For this purpose we first prove
can be defined in terms of the binary adjacency relation ∼ ∼ on (T-R) k and consequently, it can be defined in terms of P k (T-R). If k < n − 1 then P k+1 (T-R) can be defined in terms of the binary adjacency relation ∼ ∼ on (T-R) k so, it can be defined in terms of P k (T-R).
In case k = 1, the Grassmann space P 1 (T-R) is isomorphic to the structure R = (T-R) 1 , (T-R) 2 , ⊂ , which is a copolar space embedded in P (cf. [11] , [8] , [15] , and [14] ); it is simply the line-complement of the corresponding polar space Sub 1 (V), Q 2 , ⊂ . Informally, we can say that the incidence geometry (1) is defined over subspaces of R and write P k (T-R) = P k−1 (R). This approach, however, makes it hard to characterize tangential and regular subspaces in the language of pure incidence structure R.
The validity of Theorem 1.4 in case k = 1 is a consequence of elementary properties of polar spaces (cf. (28) If k = n − k then a bijection of (T-R) k which preserves ∼ ∼ is either determined by an automorphism of (P, ⊥) or it is a composition of the duality κ and the map determined by an automorphism of (P, ⊥).
Frequently (cf. e.g. [17] , [18] ), dealing with incidence geometry like (1), two more adjacencies are considered:
To complete the results, we prove also the following. After a quite technical analysis of geometry of Grassmannians P k (T-R) in the first two subsections of Sec. 2, we give complete proofs of Proposition 1.5, Theorems 1.4, 1.7, and Corollary 1.6 in Subs. 2.6. Some results, e.g. (4), (5), (13), (27), and (29), seem to be interesting also on their own right.
Technical details and proof of Theorems

Triangles and planes of a symplectic copolar space
In the remainder of this paper we shall need some more information on triangles of symplectic copolar spaces. We gather these in the following list. Most of them are folklore, but some are given with a short proof for completeness sake.
(ii) A projective plane π contains a triangle of R iff rdim(π) = 1 i.e. iff π ∈ T.
(iii) If rdim(π) = 1 then each projective line on π is either isotropic and passes through p = Rad(π), or it is regular and misses p.
Let π ∈ T 3 (i.e. let π be a tangential plane). We write π ∞ = Rad(π) and
(iv) Let a plane π ∈ T contain a triangle ∆ with regular sides. Then the set ∆ of points on lines of R which cross all the sides of ∆ coincides with [π] . This can be read as follows: a triangle spans a plane of R, which is a dual affine plane, cf. [8] , [10] , and [14] .
There is a tetrahedron with regular edges, whose one edge is L, one face is in π 1 , and other in π 2 .
with a 1 ⊥ a 2 and then a 1 , a 2 are on a regular line. One can easily find a 3 , a 4 ∈ L such that a 1 , a 2 ⊥ a 3 , a 4 .
As above, we find a 2 ∈ π 2 \ L with a 1 ⊥ a 2 and we are through.
Write π 1 ∧ ∧ π 2 iff there are planes π ′ 1 , π ′ 2 as in (vi). In view of (v) and (vi), we obtain
(viii) Any two planes in T can be joined by a sequence
Proof. By (i), any two points a ′ , a ′′ can be joined in R by a path (sometimes also called a polygonal path, which by the way is of length ≤ 2 here). Let a 0 , . . . , a t be such a path in R that joins a ′ , a ′′ and let L i be the line through
we obtain a desired sequence of planes.
Proof. First, we take any point q such that q ⊥ p and let L be a line through p, q. Next, let π be a plane that contains L. Then L is regular, so π is tangential. By (iii), L misses Rad(π) and thus p = Rad(π).
Let us write ⊼ ∧ for the transitive closure of the relation ∧ ∪ ∧ ∧. By (vii), (viii), and (ix) we obtain (x) Let ∆ be any triangle of R. Then the set of points of R is the union
Let a 1 , a 2 be points of R. Write a 1 ∼ a 2 when a 1 , a 2 are collinear in R. In view of (i), the orthogonality of points is definable in R: 
Proof. Let π 1 be the plane spanned by a 1 , a 2 , a 3 . Then π 1 ∈ T 3 and one can find Γ ∈ R 4 with π ⊂ Γ. Let us restrict to Γ considered as a 3-dimensional symplectic projective space. As above, each plane contained in Γ is tangential. One can complete in Γ given triangle to a tetrahedron a 1 , a 2 , a 3 
Now we are going to reconstruct the Grassmann space P k (T-R) in terms of binary adjacency ∼ ∼ . This involves the family of maximal cliques of ∼ ∼ , i.e. stars and tops, and we shall show that they are definable and distinguishable in the first place. Our reasoning depends on whether k is even or odd.
Case
Let q = Rad(U ), then q ⊥ U ; in particular, q ⊥ H. Since H ∈ R, q / ∈ H and thus U = H ⊕ q with q ∈ H ⊥ . Consequently, an element of S(H) is any subspace U of the form as above i.e.
S(H) = H
Thus the elements of S(H) can be identified with the elements of Sub 1 (H ⊥ ) i.e. with the points of the nondegenerate metric projective space defined over H ⊥ .
Analogous remarks concern the geometry of T(B) = T ∝ (B). In particular, we can write T(B) = B ∩ q ⊥ : q is a point on B .
From the above we get: (3) if H ⊂ B then S(H) ∩ T(B) = p ∝ (H, B), so it contains at least two elements.
One can note that p(H, B) = {H ⊕ u : u ∈ P, u = θ}, where P = H ⊥ ∩ B, and P ∈ R 2 . The form ξ restricted to H ⊥ is symplectic, so the points of the metric projective space S(H) are simply the points of the corresponding projective space P 1 (H ⊥ ); the distinction lies in the adopted family of lines. These lines correspond to suitable pencils i.e. to B ∈ R k+1 with H ⊂ B. We see that the B above correspond to regular 2-subspaces of H ⊥ and thus (4) the geometry of the restriction of P k (T-R) to S(H) is an (n − k)-dimensional symplectic copolar space. With analogous reasoning we obtain that (5) the restriction of P k (T-R) to T(B) is a k-dimensional symplectic copolar space.
Let ∆ be a triangle in P k (T-R). Then, by common projective geometry, its vertices are either in a top T(B) =: X or in a star S(H) =: X . Clearly, ∆, as defined in 2.1(iv) with R replaced by P k (T-R), is a plane in X . Note that if ∆ ′ is a different triangle in P k (T-R) and ∆ ′ ∧ ∆ or ∆ ′ ∧ ∧ ∆ (cf. 2.1), then ∆ ′ lies in X as well. From the above, (4), (5), and 2.1(x), we get that ∆ = X , ∆ being the set defined in P k (T-R) by formula (2) . Finally, we get that (6) the family of stars and tops is definable in terms of geometry of P k (T-R); by (4) and (5), if k = n − k, stars and tops are intrinsically distinguishable.
Consider the set
From common projective geometry, as ∼ ∼ -neighbor subspaces are adjacent in the projective Grassmannian over P, there are three possibilities to consider
(H). By 2.1(xi) and (4), there are
U, W ∈ [ |U 1 , U 2 , W 1 , W 2 | ] ∼ ∼ such that U ∼ ∼ W . -W 1 , W 2 ∈ T(B). Analogously, there are U, W ∈ [ |U 1 , U 2 , W 1 , W 2 | ] ∼ ∼ such that U ∼ ∼ W . -W 1 ∈ T
(B) \ S(H) and W 2 ∈ S(H) \ T(B) or W 2 ∈ T(B) \ S(H) and W 1 ∈ S(H) \ T(B). In that case
Let U 3 ∈ g be arbitrary; clearly, one can find
Write L for the ternary collinearity relation of P k (T-R). In view of the above analysis, the formula
defines the relation L in terms of the adjacency ∼ ∼ for distinct U 1 , U 2 . Finally, we conclude that
is definable in terms of the adjacency ∼ ∼ .
Case 2 | k
Let H ∈ T k−1 , B ∈ T k+1 . Set p = Rad(H) and q = Rad(B). Note that U ∈ Sub k (B) is regular iff U is a linear complement of q in B i.e. iff B = q ⊕ U . This can be written as (9) T
It is easy to note that
Indeed, let U = H ⊕ u with u = θ. Suppose that p ⊥ u; then p ⊥ U and thus U / ∈ R. Conversely, let w ∈ Rad(U ), w = θ. Then w ∈ U , w ⊥ U , so w ⊥ p. If w / ∈ H then p ⊥ H + w = U and thus p ⊥ u. If w ∈ H then w ⊥ U ⊃ H gives w = p; we get p ⊥ U and thus p ⊥ u.
Assume that H ⊂ B. There are two cases to consider
we have then p ∈ Rad(U ) and thus p(H, B) = ∅.
and U = U 0 . Then q / ∈ U and, by (9) , U ∈ T(B) and thus U ∈ p(H, B). From the above we have the following:
is either empty or it contains at least two elements.
. Therefore, (12) the binary collinearity in P k (T-R) coincides with the projective adjacency on R k . Next, note that (13) the geometry of restriction of P k (T-R) to a top and to a star is a k-dimensional and a (n − k)-dimensional resp., affine geometry. Indeed, -The family X := S ∝ (H) has the natural structure of a projective space. The set S(H) is obtained by removing the segment [H, (10)). Computing dimensions we see that [H, p ⊥ ] k is a hyperplane in X , which justifies our claim. The induced affine geometry has dimension n − k.
-By (9), T(B) consists of the hyperplanes in the projective space T ∝ (B) which omit a point q; this procedure results in a k-dimensional affine space.
Let us note a straightforward consequence of (13) that (14) stars and tops are distinguishable in terms of ∼ ∼ provided k = n − k.
The sets S(H) and T(B) both are strong subspaces of P k (T-R); in particular, they are cliques of the binary collinearity relation ∼ ∼ . Moreover, they are exactly the maximal cliques of ∼ ∼ . This yields that (15) the family of stars and tops is definable in terms of the adjacency ∼ ∼ on (T-R) k .
An intersection of two maximal ∼ ∼ -cliques has at least two elements iff one of these cliques is a star and another one is a top, and then their intersection is a pencil i.e a line of P k (T-R). This justifies that (16) the structure P k (T-R) is definable in terms of the adjacency ∼ ∼ .
Adjacencies ∼
− and ∼ + on T
As we already stated, if 2 | k, then all the three adjacency relations ∼ ∼ , ∼ − , and ∼ + coincide on (T-R) k = R k . In case k is odd we need more elaboration to get the Grassmann space P k (T-R) defined in terms of ∼ − , as well as in terms of ∼ + . Let 2 | k and 1 < k < n − 1. We begin our analysis with ∼ − on (T-R) k = T k . Note that if U ∼ − W then U, W are adjacent in the projective Grassmannian over P.
Let U 1 , U 2 , U 3 be a ∼ − -clique i.e. let them be pairwise distinct and
By known properties of projective Grassmannians the following possibilities arise.
Since B contains a regular subspace U 1 ∩ U 2 by 1.2 we get rdim(B) ≤ 2 and thus two cases are possible:
On the other hand, a k-subspace U is tangential iff it crosses L in a point (which turns out to be its radical). Write
Let us pass to case (a). Then U 1 , U 2 , U 3 can be considered as points of a suitable symplectic copolar space T(B) = T ∝ (B) and we can use known properties of symplectic projective geometry. So, let π be the plane spanned in T(B) by
is not a ∼ − -clique it suffices to take on T(B) any line through the radical of π and missing U 1 , U 2 , U 3 , and distinct points U, W on this line. On the other hand by 2.1(xii), one can find
In case (i), clearly, the set
To see this it suffices to find U ∈ S(H) \ g and W ∈ T ∝ (B) \ g with U 1 , U 2 , U 3 ∼ − U, W . Moreover, from properties of the copolar space S(H), one can find in
an analogous triple can be found in T(B).
In view of the above analysis, a terms of ∼ − . Let L be the ternary collinearity relation of P k (T-R). Similarly as in (7) we can write
By (17), (18), and (19) we obtain that (20) the structure P k (T-R) can be defined in terms of the adjacency ∼ − .
Clearly, κ maps the relation (20) with k replaced by n − k yields that (21) the structure P k (T-R) can be defined in terms of the adjacency ∼ + . Finally, (20) and (21) enable us to conclude with the following. 
Connectedness
We use standard methods to show that automorphisms of binary adjacency preserve, or exchange, the two families of its maximal cliques. These methods rely on the fact that the adjacency in question is connected. For a relation ρ on (T-R) k we say that
By 2.1(i) we easily get that (23) the binary collinearity of points of a symplectic copolar space is connected. (4) and (23), the points U, W of S(H) can be joined in S(H) by a polygonal path. This gives the following.
In a consequence, we get the following.
Now, it is easy to prove that (26) the conclusions of (24) and of (25) hold for any 
Proofs of the results
Now we are able to complete the proofs of our theorems from Sec. 1 by gathering together the facts proved above. The reasoning is more or less typical for Chow type theorems and its crucial step consists in proving that the adjacency structure
Let a 1 , a 2 be points of R such that a 1 ∼ a 2 . By known properties of symplectic polar spaces and 2.1(i), the set p :
is the projective line through a 1 , a 2 . Thus the class of lines of P is definable in R. Finally, (28) the metric projective geometry (P, ⊥) is definable in R.
Fix k with 1 < k < n − 1. Recall that, due to (8) and (16) (ii) If k > 1 then P k−1 (T-R) can be defined in terms of the binary adjacency relation ∼ ∼ on (T-R) k and consequently, it can be defined in terms of P k (T-R). If k < n − 1 then P k+1 (T-R) can be defined in terms of the binary adjacency relation ∼ ∼ on (T-R) k so, it can be defined in terms of P k (T-R).
Proof. (i) It is enough to see that we can identify H ∈ (T-R) k−1 with S(H) and B ∈ (T-R) k+1 with T(B).
( (iii) By (i) we have bijections F + of (T-R) k+1 and F − of (T-R) k−1 such that T(F + (B)) = F (T(B)) and S(F − (H)) = F (S(H)). Now by (ii) these maps are automorphisms as required.
Proof of Proposition 1.5. The proposition follows directly from Lemma 2.2(ii), (6) , and (14) .
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Assume that k = n − k. Then by (6) , (14) stars and tops are definable and distinguishable in R k . Hence, we can define R k−1 in R k by Lemma 2.2(ii). A top of R k−1 has form {H ∈ (T-R) k−1 : U ∈ S(H)} for a point U of R k , so these tops are determined by the points of R k . Analogously, the stars of R k+1 are determined by the points of R k . Therefore, the stars and the tops of R k−1 (of R k+1 , resp.) can be distinguished. Now, from Lemma 2.2(ii) by induction on k we infer that R 1 , which is R up to an isomorphism, can be defined in R k . In view of (28) we are through.
Proof of Corollary 1.6. Let F ∈ Aut(B k ). In view of (29) it suffices to show that F is induced by a collineation of P preserving ⊥ and acting on (T-R) k .
In case k = n − k the proof runs by induction on k via Lemma 2.2(iii). So, (3) and (11) . Suppose that F (X ) ∈ S k for some X = S(H) ∈ S k . By (27), for each
As in the proof of Lemma 2.2(iii), we consider F + and F − to justify that F is determined by a collineation of R. If F (X 0 ) / ∈ S k for some X 0 ∈ S k then F (X ) / ∈ S k for all X ∈ S k , and thus F (X ) ∈ T k for all X ∈ S k . Let G = F • κ; then G ∈ Aut(B k ) preserves the families S k and T k and thus it is determined by a collineation. This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1.7. We have ∼ + = ∼ ∼ for k = 1 and ∼ − = ∼ ∼ for k = n − 1. Consequently, for k ∈ {1, n − 1}, we are done by Theorem 1.4. Let 2 | k and 1 < k < n − 1. By (17) and (18) , S k and T k can be distinguished in terms of ∼ − ; applying the duality κ we see that the stars and the tops are distinguishable in terms of ∼ + as well. As above, from (22) we get that R k−1 can be defined both in terms of ∼ − and in terms of ∼ + on (T-R) k . Finally, this observation together with Theorem 1.4 and Corollary 1.6 completes the proof.
Comments
We do not pay special attention to geometry of the Grassmannians introduced in the paper. Some comments which can be derived immediately from facts established in Sec. 2 are in order, though.
(A) If 2 | k then P k (T-R) is a connected partial linear Γ-space, whose strong (or linear in other words) subspaces are affine spaces. This resembles an affine polar space. And indeed, there are connections. The Grassmannian of regular lines in a projective 3-space endowed with a symplectic polarity is an affine polar space. In general, however, the axiom (3.1.iii) of [5] fails here (and only this one from the list (3.1) fails). Moreover, our Grassmannians have maximal strong subspaces of two distinct dimensions allowed, while maximal strong subspaces of a polar space all have the same dimension. And here, each line is the intersection of exactly two maximal strong subspaces which contain it.
(B) If we consider the Grassmannian P k (T-R) with 2 | k as a part of the whole incidence geometry (1) then we see that a plane in a strong subspace X is determined either by an element of R k±2 or by X ∈ Sub k±2 (V) with rdim(X) = 2. Clearly, there is no way to distinguish these two types within the affine space X . Let us consider an "affine geometry" of the form A = points of X , lines of X , Π , where Π are the regular planes in the above meaning. For any 3-subspace Γ of A which contains a plane in Π the "dual" structure {π ∈ Π : π ⊂ Γ}, {L : L ⊂ Γ, L is a line of A}, ⊃ is an affine 3-space.
(C) Let 2 | k. Then P k (T-R) is a connected partial linear space which satisfies the following variant of the ∆-axiom (cf. [11] , [15] ):
a point not on a line L is collinear with none, exactly one, or all except one point on L.
Let M be the family of the maximal subspaces of P k (T-R) which are (up to an isomorphism) symplectic copolar spaces. The family M covers the point set of our Grassmannian in such a way that any two elements of M intersect in a point, in a line, or are disjoint, each line has exactly two extensions to a subspace in M, and each clique of collinearity is contained in an element of M. Very nice characterizations of the geometry on elements of M can be found, e.g. in [15] and [8] .
We conjecture that starting with the properties (A)-(C) one can obtain characterizations of respective Grassmannians in the style of [21] .
